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a b s t r a c t

In order to determine whether a sound source is in front or in back, listeners can use location-dependent
spectral cues caused by diffraction from their anatomy. This capability was studied using a precise virtual
reality technique (VRX) based on a transaural technology. Presented with a virtual baseline simulation
accurate up to 16 kHz, listeners could not distinguish between the simulation and a real source. Exper-
iments requiring listeners to discriminate between front and back locations were performed using con-
trolled modifications of the baseline simulation to test hypotheses about the important spectral cues. The
experiments concluded: (1) Front/back cues were not confined to any particular 1/3rd or 2/3rd octave fre-
quency region. Often adequate cues were available in any of several disjoint frequency regions. (2) Spec-
tral dips were more important than spectral peaks. (3) Neither monaural cues nor interaural spectral level
difference cues were adequate. (4) Replacing baseline spectra by sharpened spectra had minimal effect on
discrimination performance. (5) When presented with an interaural time difference less than 200 ls,
which pulled the image to the side, listeners still successfully discriminated between front and back, sug-
gesting that front/back discrimination is independent of azimuthal localization within certain limits.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The human auditory system localizes sound sources using dif-
ferent stimulus cues, such as interaural level difference cues, inter-
aural time difference cues, and spectral cues. For localization in the
median sagittal plane, e.g. for locations in front and in back, inter-
aural cues are minimally informative (Oldfield and Parker, 1984;
Middlebrooks, 1992; Wightman and Kistler, 1997; Langendijk
and Bronkhorst, 2002). Instead, the spectral cues arising from
unsymmetrical anatomical filtering are dominant (Musicant and
Butler, 1984).

The roles of diverse localization cues can usefully be studied
with virtual reality experiments (e.g. Wightman and Kistler,
1989a,b). Probe-microphones inside a listener’s ear-canals are used
to measure the head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) from real
sound sources in an anechoic environment. When these transfer
functions are simulated through headphones, the listener per-

ceives locations correctly for these virtual signals. Then by modify-
ing the simulations in different ways one can test ideas about
which physical attributes of the signal cues are most important
in determining a listener’s perception of location.

Wightman and Kistler (1989b) measured the ability of listeners
to determine azimuth and elevation from virtual signals in com-
parison with results for real signals from the actual loudspeakers.
It was found that the listeners localized the virtual signals well
in the azimuthal plane, but much less well in sagittal planes. There
were more front/back confusions with virtual sources. The rela-
tively poor front/back localization performance with virtual signals
might be attributed to the difficulty of accurately simulating the
spectral cues, especially the high-frequency cues caused by the
asymmetry of the pinna.

Kulkarni and Colburn (2000) showed that different fittings of
headphones on a KEMAR (Knowles Electronics Manikin for Acous-
tic Research) led to different signals at the ear-drums. The discrep-
ancies were so pronounced above 8 kHz that a simulation of HRTFs
using headphones became inadequate.

On the other hand, Asano et al. (1990) applied filters of different
orders to smooth the microscopic structures at high frequencies
and found that front/back discrimination did not depend on fine
details at high frequencies – only macroscopic patterns seemed
to be important.

The experiments of the present article also used a virtual reality
technique called ‘‘extreme virtual reality (VRX).” The technique led
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to extreme accuracy in the amplitude and phase information pre-
sented to listeners for components with frequencies as high as
16 kHz. It also permitted the experimenters to be extremely confi-
dent about the simulation of real sources and carefully controlled
modifications of them. Loudspeakers were used to present real
sources, and other loudspeakers (synthesis speakers) were used
to present baseline and modified simulations of the real sources.
The loudspeakers gave the listener the opportunity to use his or
her own anatomical filtering to discriminate the sources. Because
headphones were not used, there was no need to compensate for
a headphone response. As described in the method section below,
the experimental technique was demanding, and it proved possible
only to study the ability to discriminate between two locations –
directly in front and directly in back – a study that has been resis-
tant to previous virtual reality experiments.

The goal of the experiments was to determine which cues are
important to front/back discrimination. The strategy was to modify
the amplitude and phase spectra of the simulated sources to dis-
cover which modifications caused errors in discrimination. The
VRX technique began by measuring the spectra of front and back
real sources using probe tubes in the ear canals. Then signals were
synthesized and delivered by the synthesis speakers such that the
real-source spectra were precisely reproduced in the ear canals.
This was the baseline synthesis. Because the spectra sent to the
synthesis speakers were known exactly, only the assumption of
linearity in the audio chain was required to generate a modified
synthesis such that the spectra in the ear canals took on any de-
sired values. This was the modified synthesis.

2. Materials and methods

The experiments studied front/back discrimination in free-field
conditions. Real sources, virtual sources, and modified virtual
sources could be presented in any desired order within an exper-
imental run. This flexibility made it possible to verify the validity
of baseline stimuli with a real/virtual discrimination task. Probe-
microphones in the listener’s ear canals throughout the entire
experiment ensured that the stimuli were well controlled. The
above features were the same as in the azimuthal plane study
by Hartmann and Wittenberg (1996), but the implementation
was so greatly improved by the VRX technique that it was possi-
ble to simulate real-source spectra up to 16 kHz and to present
well-controlled modifications of real-source signals to the lis-
tener’s ears.

2.1. Spatial setup

The experiments were performed in an anechoic room, IAC
107840, with a volume of 37 cubic meters. As shown in Fig. 1,
there were four loudspeakers, all RadioShack Minimus 3.5 sin-
gle-driver loudspeakers with a diameter of 6.5 cm. The front
and back speakers (called ‘‘source speakers” below) were selected
to have similar frequency responses. The left and right loudspeak-
ers were ‘‘synthesis speakers,” called a and b, with no require-
ments on matched frequency response. All loudspeakers were at
the ear level of a listener. The listener was seated at the center
of the room, facing the front source. The distance from the source
speakers to the listener’s ears was always 1.5 m, and each synthe-
sis speaker was 37 cm from the near ear. A vacuum fluorescent
display on top of the front speaker displayed messages to the lis-
tener during the experiments. Two response buttons were held in
the listener’s left and right hands. Using the hand-held buttons
instead of a response box was found to reduce head-motion. Dur-
ing the experiments, the listener made responses by pushing
either button or both.

2.2. Alignment

In order to minimize head motion, the position of the listener’s
jaw was fixed using a bite bar, a rod attached rigidly to the lis-
tener’s chair. In order to minimize binaural differences, the source
speakers were positioned equidistant from the ends of the bite bar.
The bite bar was 53 cm long, and at each end there was a 1/4-inch
electret microphone for alignment. A source speaker was posi-
tioned by playing a sine tone through the speaker and modifying
the speaker location so that the two microphone signals were in
phase, as observed on an oscilloscope, while the 1.5-m distance
to the center of the bite bar was maintained. The alignment proce-
dure began at a low frequency and proceeded to higher frequen-
cies, up to 17 kHz, making modifications as needed at each stage.
Ultimately the procedure ensured that each source speaker was
equidistant from each end of the bar; intermicrophone delays were
within 10 ls, equivalent to 3.4 mm. Therefore, to a good approxi-
mation, a line drawn between the two source speakers was the
perpendicular bisector of the bite bar.

At the beginning of an experimental run, the listener used a
hand mirror to set his top incisors on either side of a pencil line
drawn at the center of the bite bar. If the listener’s anatomy is
left–right symmetrical, this approach put the two ears equally dis-
tant from the front source speaker and equally distant from the
back source speaker. A listener maintained this contact with the
bite bar during the entire run.

2.3. Stimuli and listeners

The stimulus used in the experiments was a complex pseudo-
tone with a fundamental frequency of 65.6 Hz and with 248 com-
ponents that were pseudo-harmonics, beginning with the third
harmonic (about 197 Hz). Pseudo-harmonic frequencies were cho-
sen by starting with harmonic frequencies (harmonics of 65.6 Hz)
and then randomly offsetting them according to a rectangular dis-
tribution with a width of ±15 Hz. The reason for the pseudo-tone is
described in Appendix A.

Component amplitudes were chosen by starting with equal
amplitudes and then applying a broadband valley to avoid the
large emphasis of the external ear resonances. At various times

Front Source Speaker

L R

Listener
RightLeft

Back Source Speaker

ListenerSynthesis
Speaker

Synthesis
Speaker

Fig. 1. Setup of loudspeakers in the anechoic room with real sources 150 cm from
the listener in front (F) and in back (B) and synthesis speakers a and b to the sides,
each 37 cm from the near ear.
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during the years of experimenting, different amplitude spectra
were used, as shown in Fig. 2.1 Component phases were chosen to
be Schroeder phases (Schroeder, 1970). The procedures for ampli-
tudes and phases attempted to maximize the dynamic range for each
component within the six-octave bandwidth. The Schroeder-minus
phase condition was used because when added to the phase shifts
caused by cochlear delays, these phase shifts tend towards a uniform
distribution of power throughout a cycle of the stimulus (Smith
et al., 1986). The highest frequency of the pseudo-tone was
16.4 kHz. A frequency of 16 kHz was identified by Hebrank and
Wright (1974b) as the upper limit of useful median plane cues.

There were 11 listeners (B, D, E, F, G, L, M, P, R, V, and Z), five
female and six male, who participated in some or all of the exper-
iments. Listeners were all between the ages of 20 and 26 except for
listener Z, the first author, who was 31. Listeners all had normal
hearing, defined as thresholds within 15 dB of nominal from 250
to 16,000 Hz, as measured by Békésy audiometry using head-
phones. Because of the importance of high-frequency hearing to
sagittal plane localization, listeners were also tested in the anec-
hoic room using the front source loudspeaker. Again the test was
an 8-min pure-tone Békésy track from 250 to 16,000 Hz. Each ear
was tested individually by plugging the other ear. It was found that
listener thresholds were below the level of the pseudo-tone com-
ponents for all components up to 16,000 Hz. There were three
exceptions to that result: Thresholds for listeners F and Z exceeded
the pseudo-tone levels above 14 kHz, and listener G was not tested
for thresholds using the loudspeaker.

2.4. Signal generating and recording

Signals were generated by the digital-to-analog converters on
the DD1 module of a Tucker Davis System II, with a sampling rate
of 50 ksps and a buffer length of 32,768 words. After low-pass fil-
tering at 20 kHz with a roll-off rate of �143 dB/octave, the signals
were sent to a two-channel power amplifier and then to individual

loudspeakers in the anechoic room by way of computer-controlled
relays. Tones were 1.3 s in duration, turned on and off with 100-ms
raised cosine edges, and were presented at a level of 80 dB SPL as
measured with an A-weighted sound level meter at the position
of the listener’s head.

For recording, Etymotic ER-7C probe-microphones were placed
in the listener’s ear-canals. Each probe microphone was connected
to its own preamplifier with frequency-dependent gain (about
25 dB) compensating the frequency response of the probe tube.
The outputs, were then passed to a second preamplifier adding
42 dB of gain, before the signals left the anechoic room. The output
signals from the preamplifiers were lowpass filtered at 18 kHz with
a roll-off rate of �143 dB/octave, and then sent to the analog-to-
digital converters on the DD1 module, with a sampling rate of
50 ksps and a buffer length of 32,768 words.

Capturing the probe-microphone signals in the computer will
be called ‘‘recording” in the text that follows. Once a signal was re-
corded, it was analyzed. Because the frequency, f, of each of the 248
components was known exactly, it was possible to extract 248
amplitudes and 248 phases for each ear. The complex phasor array
with two elements (left-ear and right-ear) for all frequencies will
be called the ‘‘analyzed signal,” given the symbol Yðf Þ or Wðf Þ
below.

2.5. VRX procedure

The VRX technique was based on a transaural synthesis known
as ‘‘cross-talk cancellation” (Schroeder and Atal, 1963; Morimoto
and Ando, 1980). As defined by Cooper and Bauck (1989), a trans-
aural method has the goal of generating an appropriate signal at
each of the listener’s ears. The idea of ‘‘cross-talk cancellation” is
that no part of the signal intended for the left ear should appear
in the right ear canal and vice versa. The technique simulates a real
source having an arbitrary location by means of two synthesis
loudspeakers which produce signals identical to the real source
in a listener’s ear canals. For every frequency component there
are four unknowns, the amplitudes and phases for the two synthe-
sis speakers. Knowing the desired amplitudes and phases in the ear
canals for the real source, in addition to knowing the transfer func-
tions between the two synthesis speakers and the two ear canals,
leads to four equations which can be solved for the four unknowns.

The VRX calibration steps were described mathematically in the
thesis by the first author (Zhang, 2006, pp. 160–177). An abbrevi-
ated version follows:

(1) The pseudo-tone stimulus, with complex components Xðf Þ,
was played through the front source speaker ðFÞ and recorded
and analyzed as left ðLÞ and right ðRÞ ear-canal signals YF;Lðf Þ and
YF;Rðf Þ.

(2) The pseudo-tone was played through the synthesis speaker
a and recorded and analyzed as left and right ear-canal signals
Wa;Lðf Þ and Wa;Rðf Þ.

(3) The pseudo-tone was played through the synthesis speaker
b and recorded and analyzed as left and right ear-canal signals
Wb;Lðf Þ and Wb;Rðf Þ.

These three steps provide enough information to determine the
signals Saðf Þ and Sbðf Þ which can be sent to the synthesis speakers
in order to reproduce the recordings of the front source, YF;Lðf Þ and
YF;Rðf Þ. The mathematical key to the synthesis technique is to re-
gard the four values of Wðf Þ as a two-by-two matrix, and then
use its inverse to multiply array YFðf Þ.

In principle, signal S is an adequate synthesis signal. However,
we realized that the pseudo-tone, X, sent to the synthesis speakers
in calibration steps 2 and 3 would be very different from the syn-
thesis signal S. If the speakers and recording chain are perfectly lin-
ear then the difference is of no consequence, but if there is
nonlinear distortion, it is possible that a large difference between

Fig. 2. Three equalizations, used for the signal sent to the real-source loudspeakers,
optimizing the crest factor for various listeners and conditions.

1 Pseudo-tone spectra were changed several times in an attempt to improve the
dynamic range of the synthesis procedure, given some dramatic individual differences
in head-related transfer functions. Listeners in early experiments showed dips in ear
canal pressure in the 8–11 kHz region. This was compensated by the rectangular
spectral boost (EQ 2) in Fig. 2, and later by the smoother boost (EQ 3). When other
listeners failed to show such pressure dips, the boost in this spectral region was
abandoned for all listeners and EQ 1 was used. Whenever, a change in equalization
was made, the before and after conditions were used in front/back discrimination
experiments to try to detect changes. No changes in localization performance were
ever found that could be attributed to the change in stimulus equalization.
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the calibration signal and the computed synthesis signal might
lead to errors in the simulation. Therefore, the calibration was iter-
ated with the following steps.

(4) Signal Saðf Þ was played through the synthesis speaker a and
recorded and analyzed as left and right ear-canal signals W 0

a;Lðf Þ
and W 0

a;Rðf Þ.
(5) Signal Sbðf Þ was played through the synthesis speaker b and

recorded and analyzed as left and right ear-canal signals W 0
b;Lðf Þ

and W 0
b;Rðf Þ.

Inverting the two-by-two matrix W 0ðf Þ then led to alternative
synthesis signals S0aðf Þ and S0bðf Þ. It was expected that S0 would be
less affected by nonlinear distortion than S. However, for some val-
ues of frequency f, the a or b part of the Sðf Þ was quite small, and
that led to a noisy estimate for W 0ðf Þ and consequently for S0ðf Þ.

(6) Therefore, the next step was to record and analyze the sig-
nals in the ear canals when synthesis S and synthesis S0 were pre-
sented to determine, for each frequency, which synthesis led to
closer agreement with the target signals YF;Lðf Þ and YF;Rðf Þ. In this
way, the trade off between distortion and noise was optimized
component-by-component.

(7) Sometimes neither S nor S0 led to an acceptable amplitude in
both left and right ear canals. In the final signal generation step the
error measurement from step (6) was used to accept or eliminate
each frequency component. If a component deviated from the tar-
get YF;Lðf Þ or YF;Rðf Þ by more than 50% in amplitude, i.e. an error out-
side the range �6 to +3.5 dB, then the component was eliminated
from the synthesis. Normally there were only a few eliminated
components, and their number was limited by the protocol. If a
component was eliminated in the calibration of the front source,
it was also eliminated from the synthesis for the back source. If
more than 20 out of the 248 components were eliminated, the cal-
ibration was considered to be a failure and the procedure started
over from step (1). Otherwise the synthesis was tentatively ac-
cepted and called the ‘‘baseline simulation” for the front source.

(8) After the tentative baseline simulation was determined, the
VRX protocol included a confirmation test to discover whether the
listener could learn to distinguish between real (front source) and
virtual (baseline simulation) signals. The confirmation test began
with a training sequence of four intervals, known by the listener
to be real–virtual–real–virtual. The listener could hear the sequence
as many times as desired. When the listener was satisfied with the
training, or gave it up as hopeless, the test phase followed. The test
phase contained 20 single-interval trials (10 real and 10 virtual in a
random order). In each trial, the listener tried to decide whether
the sound was real or virtual and then reported the decision using
the push buttons. If the percentage of correct responses was be-
tween 25% and 75%, it was concluded that the listener could not
distinguish between the real and virtual signals, and the experi-
ment continued; otherwise the calibration sequence started again
from the very beginning.

(9)–(16) If the front baseline simulation passed the confirma-
tion test, the eight-step calibration sequence was repeated for
the back source. As for the front source, components were opti-
mized (S vs S0) and possibly eliminated.

The total number of components eliminated by the front and
back calibrations was limited to 20. The spectrum of eliminated
components was displayed to the experimenter during the calibra-
tion procedure. In addition to the limit on the number of elimi-
nated components, the experimenter was wary of blocks of
adjacent eliminated components possibly leading to spectral gaps.
No study was made of the distribution of eliminated components.
Instead, the runs for any given experiment were not all done suc-
cessively, a procedural element that was intended to randomize
the distribution of eliminated components. If the back-source sim-
ulation was unsuccessful at some stage, the experiment re-started
from the very beginning with step (1).

Fig. 3(a) shows an example of two recordings in the right ear ca-
nal for the back source. The open symbols show the recording of
the real source, and the dots show the recording of the virtual sig-
nal, i.e. the baseline simulation. The agreement between real and
virtual recordings is typical of VRX calibrations. Two points above
15 kHz are plotted off the graph, below the horizontal axis. They
were eliminated from the baseline simulation for both front and
back because they did not meet the ±50% amplitude error criterion.

Fig. 3(b) shows the corresponding phase information. It shows
the difference between the virtual phase and the real phase. The
figure shows that all components had an absolute phase error less
than 15 degrees, and only two components had an absolute phase
error greater than 10 degrees.

The duration for the calibration sequences and the confirmation
tests was approximately 2.5 min. As we gained experience with the
VRX protocol, we discovered that the confirmation tests, such as
step (8) above, could normally be omitted because whenever a
simulation met the objective standard – fewer than 20 components
eliminated and no long blocks of continuous eliminated compo-
nents – then the listeners could not discriminate real and virtual
signals. Therefore, to make the runs shorter we relied on the objec-
tive standard for most of the runs and employed confirmation runs
occasionally, approximately on every 10th run, and especially after
a new fitting of the probe-microphones.

2.6. VRX experiments

If both front and back sources were adequately simulated in the
baseline synthesis, as indicated by the component level measure-
ments and by the optional confirmation test, the experimental

Fig. 3. Typical baseline simulation for the back source as measured in the right ear.
(a) The amplitude spectrum for the real source is compared with the virtual source
(simulation). Two points below the plot show components that did not meet the
±50% criterion and were eliminated. (b) The spectrum of phase differences between
recordings of real and virtual signals.
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run continued with modifications to the baseline. All the modifica-
tions were focused on a frequency domain representation of the
stimulus – eliminating or distorting spectral features with the goal
of discovering critical spectral features. As in previous virtual real-
ity experiments, the goal was to control the spectral features as
they appear in the listener’s ear canal. Therefore, the spectra de-
scribed in the sections to follow are spectra measured in the ear ca-
nals. The advantages of the VRX technique over other virtual reality
techniques are that it does not use headphones and it enjoys a self-
compensating feature, as described in Appendix B. Spectral modi-
fications were selected, often tailored to the individual listener,
to test hypotheses about front/back localization.

The methods used in the experiments were approved by the
Institutional Review Board of Michigan State University.

3. Experiment 1: flattening above and below

Experiments 1 and 2 tried to determine whether the cues to
front/back discrimination were in a single frequency band or in
multiple frequency bands, and which band or bands were involved.
By flattening the amplitude spectra within a frequency band, the
detailed front/back spectral cues within the band were eliminated
because the flattening process made them the same for front and
back sources. Then the listener had to use cues outside the band
to discriminate front from back. Performance of each listener was
examined with various flattened frequency bands.

Changing spectra to determine relevant spectral regions for
localization is not new. Hebrank and Wright (1974b) used high-
pass, low-pass, band-pass, and band-reject filtered stimuli in their
localization experiments. These filtered stimuli removed power
from selected spectral regions. By contrast, our flattened spectra
left the average power unchanged in broad frequency regions.
Therefore,

(i) No extra spectral gradient was introduced, which might
itself be a localization cue (Macpherson and Middlebrooks,
1999, 2003).

(ii) Listeners could not immediately distinguish flattened spec-
tra from baseline spectra. By contrast, if the signals are fil-
tered to remove energy from a spectral region, listeners
know that they are being given less information.

(iii) The spectrum level and overall level were unchanged. For fil-
tering experiments, as available information is reduced,
either the spectrum level or the overall level must change,
which might affect performance.

In headphone experiments with goals similar to ours, Lange-
ndijk and Bronkhorst (2002) flattened directional transfer func-
tions (DTF) in various frequency bands. They flattened a DTF by
taking the average of the amplitude spectrum for each source inde-
pendently. Similarly, the experiments by Asano et al. (1990) sim-
plified the HRTFs for one source location at a time. In our
flattening experiments the average was taken over front and back
sources together. Thus, experiments by Langendijk and Bronkhorst
and experiments by Asano et al. only removed or simplified the lo-
cal spectral structure within certain bands, whereas the flattened
bands in our experiments also eliminated the spectral differences
between the two sources that the listeners had to distinguish.

3.1. Necessary and/or sufficient bands

The flattening experiments were motivated by the idea that the
relevant spectral cues for front/back discrimination might lie in a
single frequency band, narrower than the 16-kHz bandwidth of
our stimuli. One can imagine a necessary band, defined by upper

and lower edge frequencies, every part of which is essential to dis-
criminate front from back. Alternatively one can imagine a single
adequate band, i.e. sufficient band. The spectral information in an
adequate band is, by itself, sufficient for the listener to successfully
discriminate.

The alternative to single-band models is multiple-band models.
A listener may compare the spectral structure in one frequency re-
gion with the structure in a remote region. With this strategy, both
frequency regions are necessary and neither is sufficient. Alterna-
tively a listener may have a flexible strategy. If deprived of infor-
mation in one frequency region, the listener can use the
information in another. For such a listener there are multiple ade-
quate bands. Experiments 1 and 2 below were designed to look for
single or multiple necessary or adequate bands.

Concepts of ‘‘necessary” and ‘‘sufficient” bands have previously
appeared in studies of spectral cues for front/back discrimination.
Experiments by Asano et al. (1990) found that macroscopic pat-
terns at high frequencies were necessary for front/back judgement.
They also found that if energy was present in the band below 2 kHz
then it was necessary that precise microscopic spectral cues be
available, though these cues alone were not sufficient.

3.2. Experiment 1A: flattening above

Experiment 1A examined the role of high-frequency spectral
cues. In Experiment 1A, the amplitudes of high-frequency compo-
nents were all caused to be equal (flattened) as measured in the ear
canals. All amplitudes for frequencies above and including a bound-
ary frequency ðfbÞ in the baseline spectra were replaced by the root-
mean-square average, where the average was computed over both
front and back sources, at each ear independently. The components
below fb in the baseline spectra were unchanged. The phase spectra
of the modified signals were identical to baseline.

By applying the transaural matrix equations, the modified syn-
theses with flattened spectra were computed for presentation
through the synthesis speakers. The choice of matrices was made
for each frequency, depending on which of the baseline synthesis
signals, S or S0, was better.

The modified spectra, as measured in the ear canals, were com-
pared with the desired modified spectra. The frequency compo-
nents that deviated from the desired spectra by more than 50%
(corresponding to an error larger than�6 dB or +3.5 dB) were elim-
inated. Overall, there were few eliminated components, and never
more than 20. If more than 20 components failed the comparison
test (including those eliminated in the calibration sequence), the
simulation was considered a failure, and the entire calibration se-
quence was repeated. Fig. 4 shows a modified spectrum for the
back source, flattened above the boundary, fb ¼ 10 kHz, together
with the baseline, as measured in the right ear of a listener. The
overall power in any broad spectral region is the same for modified
and baseline signals, but the information above the boundary fre-
quency is eliminated in the modified version.

In each run of this experiment, the modified syntheses for the
front and back sources were presented to the listener in a random
order for 20 trials (10 for the front source and 10 for the back
source). The listener’s task was to respond whether sound came
from front or back, by pressing the corresponding buttons. There
was no feedback. Besides these 20 trials, eight trials of baseline
simulation (four for the front source and four for the back source)
were added randomly, to make sure that the listener could still do
the discrimination task. Therefore, each run included 28 trials. If
the listener failed to discriminate the baseline simulation more
than once in the eight baseline trials, it meant that either the syn-
thesis was failing or that the listener had temporarily lost the abil-
ity to discriminate. The data from that run were discarded. The
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procedure described in this paragraph was practiced in all of the
following experiments.

Eight listeners (B, D, E, F, L, M, R, and Z) participated in Experi-
ment 1. The testing range of boundary frequencies was chosen for
each listener so that the performance decreased from almost per-
fect (100%) to close to the 50%-limit.2 The filled circles in Fig. 5 show
the results of Experiment 1A in the form of percent correct on front/
back judgement as a function of boundary frequency. Each listener
did four runs for each condition. Hence each data point on the figure
is a mean of four runs, and the error-bar is the standard deviation
over the four runs.

The filled circles show decreasing performance with decreasing
boundary frequency. For example, the data of listener R show that
she could successfully discriminate front and back sources having
all the information below 14 kHz, but she failed the task with only
information below 10 kHz. Fig. 5 shows large individual differences
among the listeners. The scores for listeners E, F, L, R, and Z
dropped sharply, within a frequency span of 4 kHz, as fb decreased
below a value that ranged from 6 to 12 kHz. The scores for listeners
B and D decreased very slowly over a much broader frequency
range.

Listeners B, D, L, and M scored greater than 80% correct when
presented with information only below 4 kHz. An ability to use
low-frequency information like this was suggested by Blauert,
who found significant cues for front/back localization around 500
and 1000 Hz (Blauert, 1983, p. 109). Both Experiment 1A and Blau-
ert’s experiment show that it is not necessary to have cues above
4 kHz to successfully discriminate front from back. Moreover, Asa-
no et al. (1990) found that listeners’ front/back judgements were
successful with smoothed spectra that eliminated the detailed
structure above 3 kHz, though listeners failed the task with
smoothing below 2 kHz. This suggests that it is not always neces-

sary to have the information above 3 kHz for successful front/back
judgement.

In their lowpass experiments, Hebrank and Wright (1974b)
found that information above 11 kHz was required for localization
in the median sagittal plane, which clearly disagrees with the re-
sults of all listeners in Experiment 1A except for listeners B and
R. However, their loudspeaker did not pass energy below 2.5 kHz,
whereas low frequencies were included in Experiment 1A. This
could explain the difference between the results in Experiment
1A and the results from Hebrank and Wright.

3.3. Experiment 1B: flattening below

Experiment 1B examined the importance of spectral cues at low
frequencies. It was similar to Experiment 1A, except that it was the
frequency components below the boundary frequency fb for which
amplitudes were flattened, and the frequency components above fb

were unchanged.
The eight listeners from Experiment 1A also participated in

Experiment 1B. Their success rates are shown by the open circles
in Fig. 5. The open circles in Fig. 5 show decreasing performance
in Experiment 1B as the boundary frequency increased, which is
reasonable because useful front/back cues were eliminated below
that increasing boundary. For example, the data of listener R show
that having all the information above 6 kHz ðfb ¼ 6 kHzÞ was ade-
quate for her to discriminate front and back, but having only the
information above 8 kHz ðfb ¼ 8 kHzÞ was inadequate.

Apart from this general decreasing tendency, listeners demon-
strated large individual differences. The drop in performance oc-
curred at different boundary frequencies for different listeners,
and the frequency spans of the drop were also different. As the
boundary frequency increased, performance of listeners B, L, R,
and Z dropped sharply within a span of only 2 kHz. The perfor-
mance of listeners D, E, F, and M decreased over a much wider
span.

3.4. Discussion of Experiments 1A and 1B

The heavy horizontal lines in Fig. 5 are our best estimates of the
adequate bands based on the results of flattening high and low fre-
quency regions. If a listener is presented with all the detailed spec-
tral information in an adequate band, front/back discrimination
will be good; scores will be greater than 85 percent correct, equiv-
alent to the score required for baseline synthesis. By definition, it
follows that no part of a necessary band can lie outside an ade-
quate band.

3.4.1. Classifying listener types
Listeners were classified according to the shape of their perfor-

mance functions in Fig. 5. Listeners D, E, L, and maybe M, were clas-
sified as ‘‘A-shape” listeners because the shape looked like a letter
‘‘A.” Listeners B, F, and Z were classified as ‘‘X-shape” because of
the crossing of the plots near the 85% correct point. Listener R
was called ‘‘V-shape” and not ‘‘X-shape” because her performance
dropped so rapidly that the plots only crossed near the 50-percent
limit.

The heavy lines in Fig. 5 show that for A-shape listeners there is
no single necessary band. For these listeners, there is a low-fre-
quency adequate band and a high-frequency adequate band, and
these bands do not overlap. Deprived of low-frequency informa-
tion, these listeners can use high-frequency information and
vice versa. For all the other listeners there may be a necessary
band somewhere in the frequency region where the heavy lines
overlap.

Fig. 4. Experiment 1: Typical simulation for the back source as measured in the
right ear. Open circles show the baseline amplitude spectrum. Filled symbols show
the modified amplitude spectrum, flattened above 10 kHz. Two components, shown
by points on the horizontal axis, were eliminated in the calibration process for the
front or the back source.

2 A score of 50% correct can arise in different ways. Sometimes, listeners heard
sound images that were either diffuse or in the center of head. Sometimes, they found
that they could hear the sound images from both directions. For these two conditions,
the 50%-limit corresponds to random guessing. Alternatively, listeners sometimes
perceived that all the sound images were in only one direction, clearly in front or
clearly in back, and they made their responses accordingly. For this condition, a score
of 50% arises because sources in front and in back were presented the same number of
times. For all of these conditions with scores close to 50%, listeners could not find an
effective localization cue to discriminate front from back. Thus this article does not
distinguish among these conditions, and simply notes them as near the ‘‘50%-limit”.
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4. Experiment 2: flattening inside and outside

Experiment 2 was designed for X-shape and V-shape listeners
with the goal of determining whether there is a necessary band
for them. Following the logic above, the experiment focussed on
the region of overlap between high- and low-frequency adequate
bands. This region was called the ‘‘central band.” It was hypothe-
sized that this central band includes a necessary band.

4.1. Experiment 2A: flattening inside

Experiment 2A was similar to Experiment 1 except that the fre-
quency components within the central band were flattened. The
upper and lower boundary frequencies for each listener were
determined from Experiments 1A and 1B, so that the central band
included the necessary band, if it exists.

Five of the eight listeners in Experiments 1A and 1B participated
in Experiment 2A. Three of the five listeners (B, R, and Z) were V-
shape or X-shape listeners. Listeners E and L, who were A-shape
listeners, also participated though the experiment was not de-
signed for them. Central bands were chosen as follows: For V-
shape listener R, 6–13 kHz. For X-shape listeners B and Z, 8–
14 kHz and 6–9 kHz, respectively. For A-shape listeners E and L,
4–9 kHz and 6–10 kHz, respectively. The results are shown by open
squares in Fig. 6.

For the three V-shape and X-shape listeners (B, R, and Z), for
whom this experiment was designed, the necessary band hypoth-

esis predicts that performance should be poor because information
in the necessary band was removed. However, the open squares in
Fig. 6 show that only listener R did poorly. Listener R was the only
V-shape listener in this experiment, and poor results were espe-
cially expected for her. A V-shape listener requires information
over a wider frequency band compared to X-shape or A-shape.
Contrary to the hypothesis, listener Z achieved a nearly perfect
score and listener B’s score was very close to the 85%-criterion.

Fig. 5. Experiment 1: Percentage of correct responses for eight listeners with flattened amplitude spectra above (solid symbols) and below (open symbols) the boundary
frequency. Listener response types are characterized as A, V, or X. Heavy horizontal lines indicate bands that are adequate for good discrimination. The dashed horizontal line
at 50% correct is the random-guessing limit. Error bars are two standard deviations in overall length.

Fig. 6. Experiment 2: Percentage of correct responses for five listeners with
flattened amplitude spectra inside or outside a central frequency region. Parenthe-
ses for listeners E and L indicate that the experiment was not designed for them.
Error bars are two standard deviations in overall length.
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The good performance by listeners Z and B clearly disagreed with
the necessary-band hypothesis.

The two A-shape listeners, E and L, achieved perfect scores,
which was not surprising. According to Experiment 1, these listen-
ers could discriminate between front and back sources with even
less information than actually provided in Experiment 2A.

4.2. Experiment 2B: flattening inside with wider central band

Listeners L and Z had fairly narrow central bands in Experiment
2A, and flattening within those bands eliminated very little front/
back information. Both listeners did very well in Experiment 2A.
The purpose of Experiment 2B was to test whether listeners L
and Z could still succeed in a task with wider flattened central
bands. For listener L, the central band of flattened amplitudes
was increased to 3–12 kHz. For listener Z, the central band was in-
creased to 4–11 kHz.

The results of Experiment 2B are shown as solid squares in
Fig. 6. Clearly both listeners performed well above the 85%-crite-
rion. Most impressive was the performance by listener L, who re-
ceived even less spectral detail than in Experiment 1 and yet
managed a perfect score. Possibly this listener benefited from hav-
ing both extremely high and extremely low frequency information
available simultaneously.

4.3. Experiment 2C: flattening outside

Experiment 2C was simply the reverse of Experiment 2A. In
Experiment 2C, the spectrum outside the central band was flat-
tened, and the frequency components within the band were un-
changed, i.e. they were identical to baseline. For V-shape and X-
shape listeners, the central band is part of both the low-frequency
adequate band and the high-frequency adequate band. This exper-
iment determined whether the central band is adequate by itself.
The five listeners from Experiment 2A participated in this experi-
ment. Their results are shown by open circles in Fig. 6.

None of the listeners did well in this experiment. Their scores
were close to the 50%-limit. The scores for listeners E, L, R, and Z,
were exactly 50% with no error-bar because these listeners heard
all the modified synthesis coming from only one direction, either
front or back. The poor performance indicates that the central band
is not an adequate band. Because any single necessary band was in-
cluded in the central band, it can be further said that if a necessary
band exists, it is not an adequate band.

5. Summary of Experiments 1 and 2

In Experiments 1 and 2, spectral patterns in various frequency
bands, bearing information for front/back discrimination, were
eliminated by flattening the amplitude spectrum. One goal of the
experiments was to discover whether there is a necessary band
that is essential for a given listener to successfully discriminate
front from back. Another goal was to find an adequate band or
bands.

For four of the eight listeners in the experiment (called A-shape
listeners), the concept of the necessary band was immediately re-
jected because they exhibited low- and high-frequency adequate
bands that did not overlap.

The remaining listeners, except for one, were X-shape listeners.
Experiment 1 hinted strongly at a single necessary band some-
where in the region of overlap between the low- and high-fre-
quency adequate bands for these listeners. For both flattening-
above (1A) and flattening-below (1B) experiments, as the bound-
ary moved through this region, the discrimination performance
rate changed from near 100% to near 50%. Thus, Experiment 1 sug-

gested that this frequency region contained critical information.
That observation motivated the hypothesis that this region (the
central band) contained a necessary band for the X-shape listeners.
That hypothesis drove Experiment 2.

Neither of the two X-shape listeners in Experiment 2A sup-
ported the necessary band hypothesis. The central region did not
prove to be necessary for correct discrimination. On the contrary,
Experiment 2C showed that what was necessary for all the listen-
ers in Experiment 2 was spectral detail outside the central region.
This result is difficult enough to understand as to demand some
speculation as to how it might occur. The case of listener Z will
serve as an example.

As shown in Fig. 5, Listener Z has a central band from 6 to 9 kHz.
One can conjecture that this listener discriminates front from back
by making comparisons in three critical frequency regions, one
near 2 kHz, another near 7 kHz, and yet another near 10 kHz. In
Experiment 1A, as everything was flattened above 6 kHz, informa-
tion in the two higher-frequency bands was eliminated and no
comparison could be made. In Experiment 1B, as everything was
flattened below 8 kHz, information in the two lower-frequency
bands was eliminated, again permitting no comparison. In Experi-
ment 2A only the band near 7 kHz was affected and the listener
could compare structure in the highest and lowest bands in order
to make successful decisions.

In summary, for six out of the eight listeners there was no single
necessary band. Instead, these listeners appear to be capable of
making comparisons across a variety of frequency regions. For
the other two listeners, only one, listener R, participated in Exper-
iment 2. For Listener R, the only V-shape listener, there was
evidence of a necessary band from 6 to 13 kHz, a very broad
band.

The abilities of listeners to use information in different fre-
quency bands as measured in the flattened-band paradigms of
Experiments 1 and 2, particularly the classification as A-, X-, and
V-shape listeners, have implications for capabilities in other cir-
cumstances. These implications were tested in an entirely different
kind of experiment in Section 11. The conclusions of that section
are that the abilities measured in Experiments 1 and 2 continue
to apply outside the narrow context of a flattening experiment.

6. Experiment 3: peaks and dips

Experiments with sine tones or with one-third-octave noises
(Blauert, 1969/70), or with one-twelfth-octave noises (Mellert,
1971), or with one-sixth-octave noises (Middlebrooks, 1992) show
elevation cues that correspond to peaks in the spectrum. Blauert
(1983) refers to them as boosted bands, serving as directional
bands. However, other research, based on stimuli with broader
bands, has pointed to notches, i.e. dips in the spectrum (Bloom,
1977a,b; Hebrank and Wright, 1974b). Experiment 3 was per-
formed to determine whether peaks or dips were dominant in
the ability to distinguish front from back.

6.1. Methods and results

The modifications in Experiment 3 were all applied above a cho-
sen boundary frequency. The components below the boundary fre-
quency were identical to baseline. The boundary frequency was
different for different listeners and was taken from the flattening-
above portion of Experiment 1, where the listener’s performance
dropped to 60%. By choosing the boundary frequency in this way
we were sure that critical information was affected by the modifi-
cations. Four listeners (B, L, R, and Z) participated in Experiment 3.
Their individual boundary frequencies are shown in Fig. 7.
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In Experiment 3A, dips in the baseline spectra were removed
and only peaks were left. To remove the dips, the RMS amplitude
was first calculated from the baseline spectra above the boundary
frequency, averaging over both front and back sources. The final
modification was achieved by finding those components having
frequencies above the boundary frequency and amplitudes less
than the RMS amplitude, then setting the amplitudes of those com-
ponents equal to the RMS amplitude. Flattened amplitudes were
the same for front and back modified signals. The open circles in
Fig. 7 show the results of Experiment 3A. The scores of all of the
four listeners were somewhere between perfect (100%) and the
50%-limit.

Experiment 3B was the reverse of Experiment 3A in that peaks
in the baseline spectra were removed and dips were preserved. As
for Experiment 3A, the altered components were above the bound-
ary frequency, and the flattened amplitudes were given by the RMS
values, the same for front and back.

The solid circles in Fig. 7 show the results of Experiment 3B.
Three out of the four listeners achieved nearly perfect scores
(100%). Compared to the scores achieved with peaks only, the
scores with dips only were better for all four listeners. A one-tailed
t-test showed that the difference was significant for three of them
(for listeners B and Z, significant at the 0.05-level; for listener L,
significant at 0.1-level).

The small diamonds in Fig. 7 indicate the performance on the
flattening-above experiment at the same boundary frequency. The
diamonds serve as a reference. One would not expect performance
on either Peaks only or Dips only to be below the diamonds and they
are not.

6.2. Discussion

Mellert (1971) hypothesized that both peaks and dips in the
spectra are important for localization in sagittal planes. Blauert
(1983) focused on peaks. Hebrank and Wright (1974b) argued that
a dip is a particularly important cue for the forward direction. The
results of Experiment 3 suggest that dips are the more important
cues for front/back localization. Obviously, the validity of this con-
clusion depends on the definition of peak and dip as a deviation
from the RMS value as well as the restriction to a critical high-fre-
quency region. Neurons have been found in the dorsal cochlear nu-
cleus of cat (Nelken and Young, 1994) and of gerbil (Parsons et al.,
2001) that show sharp tuning for notches in noise. It was conjec-
tured that these units mediate localization in sagittal planes.
Experiment 3 provides support for the importance of notches for
front/back discrimination.

7. Experiment 4: monaural information

Because spectral cues are thought to be the basis for front/back
discrimination, one might expect that a listener could discriminate
front from back using the spectral information in only one ear. An
obvious way to test this idea is to make the listener effectively
monaural by completely plugging one ear. However, plugging
one ear causes the sound image to move to the extreme opposite
side, and therefore the front/back discrimination experiment re-
quires listeners to rely on percepts other than localization (Blauert,
1983). Our informal listening tests confirmed that listeners with
one ear plugged found the front/back task to be unnatural in the
sense that all the images were on one side and there was no
front/back impression.

As an alternative to plugging one ear, Gardner (1973) and Mor-
imoto (2001) partially filled the pinna cavities of one ear but left an
open channel to avoid extreme lateralization of the image. This
technique severely modified the pinna cues, but it retained other
features of directional filtering, e.g. the diffraction due to head,
neck, and torso. Experiment 4 removed the spectral details from
the signal to one ear, thereby removing the cues to front/back
localization, while retaining the spectral power in that ear to avoid
extreme lateralization.

7.1. Methods and results

Experiment 4 tested monaural front/back discrimination by
flattening the right-ear spectrum while leaving the left-ear spec-
trum identical to baseline. (The modified phase spectra in both ears
were identical to baseline.) Flattening the spectrum in one ear
while leaving the power the same does not lead to an extremely
lateralized image. Completely flattening the spectrum in one ear,
as in Experiment 4, eliminates all the directional filtering cues, in
a controlled way, regardless of their anatomical origin.

Seven listeners (B, E, F, L, M, R, and Z) participated in Experi-
ment 4, and their results are shown as circles in Fig. 8. Except for
listener E, the listeners performed poorly (below 75%) on this
experiment, suggesting that monaural cues are not adequate for
most listeners for successful front/back judgement. Listener Z’s
score was exactly 50% correct, with no error-bar, because he local-
ized all modified signals in the back.

Squares in Fig. 8 indicate performances on runs with baseline
stimuli for comparison (open squares). Three listeners did not do
complete baseline runs, and their baseline scores were calculated
from the 80 baseline trials in the first ten continuous runs (filled

Fig. 8. Experiment 4: Monaural information. Circles show the performance for
seven listeners when the amplitude spectrum in the right ear was flattened by
setting all amplitudes to the RMS value, averaged over all frequencies. Squares
show baseline performance when both ears obtained accurate information. Baseline
performance is expected to be perfect. Error bars are two standard deviations in
overall length.

Fig. 7. Experiment 3: Evaluating the importance of peaks and dips. Above a
boundary frequency, shown below the dashed line, the spectral dips were flattened
in Experiment 3A and the peaks were flattened in Experiment 3B. Diamonds
indicate performance in the flattening-above experiment (Experiment 1A) for the
same boundary frequency. Error bars are two standard deviations in overall length.
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squares). Ideally, results with baseline should be perfect, and Fig. 8
shows that they usually were. It is clear from the figure, and was
confirmed by one-tailed t-tests at the 0.05-level, that performance
with flattened spectra in the right ear was significantly worse than
baseline performance for all listeners.

7.2. Discussion

When listeners hear unusual spectra, such as the flattened
right-ear spectrum of Experiment 4, they typically find the image
to be located diffusely, or inside the head, or both. Some listeners
in Experiment 4 perceived diffuse images with no preference for
one side, while others reported split images with different spatial
locations. Other listeners reported hearing a spatially compact im-
age, but they were usually unable to identify the image as front or
back.

There is contradictory evidence from previous research indicat-
ing that listeners do gain useful front/back information monau-
rally. Tests with modified pinna cues on one side by Morimoto
(2001) studied the role of different azimuths in vertical plane local-
ization. The results showed that the far ear stopped contributing to
elevation judgements when the azimuth exceeded 60� measured
from the midline. An abstract from Wightman and Kistler (1990)
reported that flattening the spectrum in the ear contralateral to
the source azimuth led to rather little degradation of the ability
to localize. Martin et al. (2004) found good elevation perception
and front/back discrimination from monaural high-frequency cues
when low-frequency binaural cues to azimuth were available. All
these studies provide evidence that monaural cues can be effective
in vertical plane localization. Further, it is known that listeners can
be trained to distinguish front from back when the HRTFs are chan-
ged (Hofman et al., 1998; Zahorik et al., 2006). Hebrank and Wright
(1974a) even concluded that with modest training listeners could
successfully localize sources in the vertical plane with one ear com-
pletely occluded.

A way to square the results from previous research with the re-
sults from Experiment 4 is to conclude that listeners may be able to
localize successfully using only monaural cues, but listeners are
unable to ignore the useless cues from the other ear when those
useless cues are as intense as the useful cues across the entire
spectrum. This interpretation is consistent with the observations
made by Hofman and Van Opstal (2003) on binaural weighting of
elevation cues. It would not seem to apply to the abstract by Wig-
htman and Kistler (1990). A second point to note is that the listen-
ers in Experiment 4 were not specially trained in monaural
discrimination.

8. Experiment 5: interaural differences

There is an intrinsic problem in using spectral cues for front/
back localization: How can a listener know that the peaks and dips
at certain characteristic frequencies are due to directional filtering
and not properties of the original sound? One way to solve this
problem is to use interaural spectral level differences (ISLD) as
front/back cues. ISLD is defined as the interaural level difference
between left and right ears at each frequency. The logical advan-
tage of the ISLD is that peaks and dips in the ISLD do not depend
on the spectrum of the original source, and therefore, they unam-
biguously encode information on directional filtering (Duda, 1997;
Algazi et al., 2001).

8.1. Methods and results

Experiment 5 was designed to discover whether ISLD cues alone
were adequate for front/back discrimination. In Experiment 5, the

modified spectra in the right ear were flattened over all frequencies
for both front and back sources. The modified amplitudes in the left
ear were chosen to produce the baseline ISLD for front and back
sources independently. Thereby, the ISLD was maintained perfectly
while the spectra in the left and right ears were greatly changed.

Eight listeners (B, D, E, F, L, M, R, and Z) participated in Experi-
ment 5, and their results are shown as circles in Fig. 9. The results
show that, except for listener M, all the decisions were less than
75% correct. One-tailed t-tests show that scores for listeners B, D,
L, R, and Z were significantly below the 75%-threshold at the
0.05-level; for E, the difference was significant at the 0.1-level;
and for listener F, the difference was not significant. Listeners B
and Z always heard stimuli in one direction, either front or back,
which led to a score of 50% with no standard deviation.

Squares in Fig. 9 show scores with baseline stimuli. Open
squares are from baseline runs. For the three listeners who did
not do complete baseline runs, baseline scores, plotted as solid
squares on the figure, are based on the 80 baseline trials from
the first ten continuous runs. When compared with baselines, the
scores for all listeners in Experiment 5 were significantly worse
(one-tailed t-tests at the 0.05-level), indicating that ISLD is not
an adequate cue for front/back discrimination.

8.2. Discussion

Experiments 4 and 5 show that the monaural cues and the ISLD
cues are not adequate for front/back discrimination. In headphone
experiments that included front, back, and other locations in the
median sagittal plane, Jin et al. (2004) similarly found that these
cues are not sufficient. The headphone experiments by Jin et al.
used broadband noise filtered by directional transfer functions
(DTFs) derived from head-related transfer functions. The VRX
experiments, with the advantages and limitations of transaural
technology, do not lead to different conclusions. In general, Exper-
iments 4 and 5 support the conclusions of Morimoto (2001), who
found that both ears contribute to localization in the median sag-
ittal plane. The idea that ISLD alone is not a sufficient cue also
emerged from the azimuthal plane experiments of Hartmann and
Wittenberg (1996), who concluded that ISLD is not an adequate
cue to provide externalization of sound images.

9. Experiment 6: sharpening

It is believed that the frequencies of peaks and dips in the
amplitude spectrum give a listener the sensation of front or back

Fig. 9. Experiment 5: Interaural spectral level difference only. Circles show the
performance for eight listeners when the amplitude spectrum in the right ear was
flattened and the amplitudes in the left ear were modified so as to perfectly
maintain the interaural level difference at each frequency. Squares show baseline
performance when both ears obtained accurate information. Error bars are two
standard deviations in overall length.
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locations (Shaw and Teranishi, 1968; Blauert, 1969/70; Hebrank
and Wright, 1974b). It is less clear whether the heights and depths
of these peaks and dips are important. For example, if a peak at a
particular frequency happens to be a useful cue then increasing
the height of that peak by some artifice could have two opposite
effects. It might improve localization performance because the use-
ful peak is now more prominent. Alternatively, it might degrade
performance because the peak now has the wrong height.

Experiment 6 was designed to test these ideas. The modified
spectra were obtained by starting with the baseline spectra and
convolving them in the frequency domain with a normalized con-
trast enhancement function having the shape of a Mexican-hat (Ta-
ble 1). Eq. (1) shows the formula for calculating all the modified
spectra – both ears independently, both front and back sources.
This algorithm sharpened the baseline spectra by increasing the le-
vel difference between the peaks and the dips (with negative ele-
ments in the enhancement function), and it smoothed the curves
between adjacent components as well (with positive elements in
the enhancement function). After modification, the level became
Lþ, given by

LþðfnÞ ¼
1

Gn

XMinð250;nþ4Þ

i¼Maxð3;n�4Þ
Si�nLðfiÞ

 !
ð1Þ

where LðfiÞ is the level, in decibels, of the baseline stimulus compo-
nent with frequency fi, and the discrete function Sj is given in Ta-
ble 1. Also, Si�n was set to zero if component i was eliminated in
the calibration. The normalizing function Gn is simply the sum of
the Sj values. Therefore, Gn was always equal to 1.0 except when
a component near n was eliminated. The width of the enhancement
function Sj, namely 8� 65:6 ¼ 525 Hz, was chosen based on our
observations of typical spacing of peaks and valleys in the baseline
spectra and was intended to emphasize local structure. Fig. 10
shows the baseline and modified syntheses for the front source as
measured in the left ear canal of one listener for illustration. The fig-
ure shows that peaks and dips in the modified spectra occurred at
the same frequencies as in the original spectra, but the level differ-
ences between the peaks and dips were magnified.

9.1. Experiment 6A: pseudo-tone

Experiment 6A used the pseudo-tone stimulus, as in the other
experiments of this article. Eight listeners (B, D, G, L, P, R, V, and
Z) were in Experiment 6A. The scores are given in Fig. 11(a), which
simply shows that performance was almost perfect for baseline
stimuli, and that performance was not made worse by sharpening
the contrasts in peaks and valleys.

It may be worth mentioning that an older listener (male, age 67)
with sloping bilateral hearing loss above 4 kHz also participated in
this experiment. His performance for baseline stimuli was much
worse than all the other listeners, ð75:0� 13:5Þ% correct. However,
with the sharpened stimuli, his performance increased to
ð95:0� 4:1Þ% correct. Nothing is proved by this experience with
one listener, but the idea that sharpening the spectra can improve
deficient front/back localization is anyhow an intriguing conjec-
ture. For other listeners, a ceiling effect was evident in Experiment
6A. That motivated Experiment 6B using the Schroeder-phase peri-
odic tone.

9.2. Experiment 6B: Schroeder-phase tone

Because of the ceiling effects observed in Experiment 6A, Exper-
iment 6B used a periodic complex tone with Schroeder phases. As
noted in Appendix A, some listeners localized unsuccessfully with
that tone, and it was thought that sharpening the spectra might
improve the performance.

The results of Experiment 6B are shown in Fig. 11(b). That figure
shows essentially no effect of sharpening though some error bars
are rather large. Listeners who were successful in the baseline
experiments remained successful after sharpening. Listeners who
were less successful remained that way as well.

The results of Experiments 6A and 6B are consistent with the
idea that only the frequencies of the peaks and dips are important
and the magnitudes are not important. This result agrees with Sa-

Table 1
Values of the Mexican-hat function Sj .

j ±4 ±3 ±2 ±1 0

Sj �0.2 �0.5 0.2 0.5 1

Fig. 10. Experiment 6: Example of baseline and modified spectra for the sharpening
Experiment 6A, where spectral contrasts are enhanced.

Fig. 11. Experiment 6: Performance by eight listeners in the sharpening experiment
for (a) the pseudo-tone and (b) the Schroeder-phase periodic tone. Error bars are
two standard deviations in overall length.
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bin et al. (2005), who found that increasing the contrast of the
magnitude of DTF up to 4 times did not impair performance.

Zakarauskas and Cynader (1993) suggested that localization
might be better predicted by an algorithm based on the first or sec-
ond derivatives of level spectrum with respect to frequency, espe-
cially the second derivative. They constructed a computational
algorithm and tested it against stimuli modified by HRTFs for dif-
ferent locations in the median sagittal plane. The connection with
Experiment 6 is that higher-order derivatives show larger effects
when the spectral differences are enhanced. Because the role of
the magnitude of the spectral structure in their computational
algorithm is unclear, it cannot be said that Experiment 6 necessar-
ily argues against an algorithm based on derivatives. It does argue
against a model in which the size of the derivatives plays a role.

10. Experiment 7: interaural time difference

It is widely believed that interaural time difference (ITD) cues
are most important for localization in the azimuthal plane in an an-
echoic environment when low frequencies are present (Wightman
and Kistler, 1992; Hartmann and Wittenberg, 1996; Macpherson
and Middlebrooks, 2002). In the sagittal plane, the spectral cues
are most important. Experiment 7 examined whether a stimulus
ITD would affect front/back discrimination, i.e. whether the spec-
tral cues for front and back sources are orthogonal to the ITD cues.
Bloom (1977a,b) and Watkins (1978) claimed such a high degree of
independence that spectral cues for elevation maintain their effec-
tiveness even when the sound image is far off to one side due to
monaural presentation.

10.1. Methods and results

In Experiment 7, the modified spectra were achieved by advanc-
ing the right-ear baseline signal by a certain time shift. The ad-
vance (negative-delay) was accomplished by subtracting an extra
phase that increased linearly with increasing frequency. The slope
of the linear function determined the shift. Five values of interaural
advance were used: 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 ls. The modified
amplitude spectra were identical to baseline.

Five listeners (D, E, M, Z, and R) participated in Experiment 7.
Listener R also did runs with 50 and 100 ls. Listeners perceived
the sound images to be displaced to the right side. Their task
was to discriminate front and back sources.

Results of Experiment 7 are shown in Fig. 12. Baseline results
are shown on the figure at an ITD value of 0 ls. As seen in
Fig. 12 there were large individual differences. Scores for listeners
E and Z dropped below 75% at around 600 ls, which is close to the
physiological range of the human head. However, listener R’s score
dropped below 75% at 200 ls. By contrast, listeners D and M scored
above 75% even at 1000 ls, and listener D responded almost per-
fectly up to 1000 ls.

There were several common tendencies: All listeners success-
fully discriminated front from back with an ITD less than 200 ls,
and performance tended to decrease as ITD increased. These ten-
dencies suggest that spectral cues for front/back localization and
ITD cues for horizontal localization are approximately independent
for small ITD (less than about 500 ls) but not normally for larger
ITD.

It is known that the spectral cues for elevation from the HRTFs
are different for different azimuths (Algazi et al., 2001). Listeners
can be expected to apply their experience with these differing sets
of cues depending on their knowledge of azimuth. Consequently,
the stimuli of Experiment 7 presented conflicting cues in that spec-
tral cues corresponding to zero azimuth were accompanied by ITD
cues pointing to azimuths ranging over the entire space to the right

of midline. Conflicting cues often lead to a diffuse image instead of
a compact image and a lower externalization score. Therefore, it
was of interest to measure the perceived externalization of the
stimuli in Experiment 7.

10.2. Externalization

Externalization scores between 0 (inside head) and 3 (perfectly
externalized) were recorded for listeners D, R, and Z. Listener D al-
ways reported 3 for all conditions. Listener R reported scores above
2.8 for all conditions except for an ITD of 200 ls, where the score
was about 2, i.e. she perceived a less externalized sound image
for the smallest finite ITD, which is surprising. Listener Z reported
scores above 2 for all conditions, except for front sources with ITDs
of 200 and 400 ls. Similar to listener R, listener Z gave the surpris-
ing report that images were less externalized for small ITDs (200
and 400 ls) than for larger ITDs. Listeners D, R, and Z all gave the
perfect externalization score of 3 for the baseline stimulus, with
zero ITD. In general, the externalization was good even with ITD
of 1000 ls. The fact that inconsistency between ITD and spectral
information did not lead to markedly reduced externalization
may be further evidence of orthogonality between binaural and
spectral cues.

10.3. Discussion

The ITD image displacement in Experiment 7 resembled one of
the conditions in the headphone experiments of Macpherson and
Sabin (2007): an ITD of 300 ls with spectral elevation cues taken
from zero-azimuth sources. To measure ear dominance, the eleva-
tion cues were either identical in both ears or different. As in pre-
vious experiments (Humanski and Butler, 1988; Morimoto, 2001),
Macpherson and Sabin found that significant displacement of an
image to one side causes the spectrum in the ipsilateral ear to

Fig. 12. Experiment 7: Discrimination between front and back by five listeners
when an interaural time difference was applied. Amplitude spectra were baseline
values. Error bars are two standard deviations in overall length.
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dominate the vertical plane localization almost entirely. However,
the 300-ls displacement resulted in a large number of front/back
confusions. In the experiment most similar to ours, where the
two ears received the same amplitude cues and all sources were
in front of the listener, the confusion rate was 34%. This high con-
fusion rate agrees with the results of Experiment 7 in concluding
that although some measures of vertical plane localization may
be orthogonal to horizontal plane localization, this orthogonality
holds less well with respect to front/back discrimination. The indi-
vidual differences in Experiment 7 may reflect different interpreta-
tions of the conflicting cues. Listeners who make errors for large
ITDs may attempt to track front/back location differences as they
vanish geometrically when the perceived azimuth approaches 90
degrees. Listeners who do not make errors may use perceived tim-
bral differences without geometrical interpretation.

11. Experiment 8: competing-sources

Experiment 1 in this article measured the ability of listeners to
discriminate front from back using only high-frequency informa-
tion or only low-frequency information. The experiment showed
that different listeners required different amounts of information
to discriminate. The listeners were categorized into V-, X-, and A-
shape listeners. V-shape listeners require the most information;
A-shape listeners require the least. Experiment 8 was a test to
determine whether the individual differences and our interpreta-
tion of these differences would continue to hold good under very
different experimental circumstances.

11.1. Methods

Experiment 8 used only two loudspeakers, the front and the
back. It did not use the VRX technique at all except that the stim-
ulus was the pseudo-tone. On every experimental trial both loud-
speakers sounded simultaneously. On a Type-1 trial, the front
speaker played the low-frequency components and the back
speaker played the high. A Type-2 trial was the reverse. The bound-
ary between high- and low-frequency regions, called the ‘‘bound-
ary frequency,” varied in 2-kHz steps from 2 to 16 kHz. The
listener’s task was to decide whether the sound came from the
front or the back.

There were 20 trials in each run, 10 of each type, presented in
random order. Six listeners (R, Z, F, B, L, and D) participated in this
experiment, and their results are shown as solid circles in Fig. 13.
Each listener did four runs, and hence each data point is an average
over 80 trials. The vertical axis on the figure is the percentage of
trials on which the listener’s response agreed with the source as-
signed to the low frequencies.

11.2. Results and discussion

The critical question in Experiment 8 is whether the results can
be interpreted in terms of Experiment 1. Therefore, the results
from Experiment 1 are also plotted in Fig. 13. In Experiment 1A,
high-frequency cues were flattened, and hence only low-frequency
cues existed. Performance in Experiment 1A was a measure of a lis-
tener’s use of low-frequency information, and the percentage of

Fig. 13. Experiment 8: Filled symbols show the percentage of trials on which the listener’s choice followed the low-frequency source in the competition experiment from
Section 11. Open squares show percent correct from Experiment 1A, flattening above. Open triangles show (100% � percent correct) from Experiment 1B, flattening below.
Error bars are two standard deviations in overall length. The dashed line shows the 50%-limit.
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correct responses in Experiment 1A, as shown in Fig. 5, was copied
directly to Fig. 13 and plotted as squares. In Experiment 1B, low-
frequency cues were flattened, and only high-frequency cues ex-
isted. Thus, performance in Experiment 1B as shown in Fig. 5
was a measure of a listener’s use of high-frequency information,
which is opposite to the measure plotted in Fig. 13. Therefore,
the percentage scores in Experiment 1B were subtracted from
100%, and that difference was plotted as triangles in Fig. 13.

In Experiment 8, every listener’s low-frequency tracking score
increased from 0% to 100% as the boundary frequency increased
over the complete frequency range. This common feature is ex-
pected because as boundary frequency increased, more front/back
information was played through the low-frequency speaker.

The comparison with Experiment 1 is easiest for Listener R, a V-
shape listener who required a great deal of information to discrim-
inate front from back. Therefore, as the boundary frequency varied
in Experiment 8, only one speaker ever presented adequate infor-
mation for this listener, and sometimes no speaker presented ade-
quate information. There was never any contradiction. Therefore, it
is expected that the listener’s choice in Experiment 8 should agree
with the listener’s capabilities, as measured in Experiment 1. That
agreement was actually observed, as shown in Fig. 13.

Listener Z was an X-shape listener, but nearly V-shape. The
agreement between Experiment 8 and Experiment 1 resembles
the agreement seen for Listener R as expected. Listener F was an-
other X-shape listener, and the choices made in Experiment 8 also
resemble the average of the capabilities measured in Experiment 1.

Listener B was an X-shape listener whose performance in
Experiment 1A showed that she could make some use of low-fre-
quency information, but she was never very good at it. Therefore,
it is not surprising to find that her choices in Experiment 8 favored
the high-frequency source even for rather high boundary
frequencies.

Listeners L and D were A-shape listeners. They required very lit-
tle information to discriminate front from back. In Experiment 8,
boundary frequencies in the middle of the range caused both
speakers to present adequate front/back cues. Thus, unlike a V-
shape listener, these A-shape listeners received contradictory
information. It is hard to predict what choices these listeners might
make in Experiment 8, and Fig. 13 shows that they responded to
the ambiguity in very different ways. The choices for Listener L
resemble an average of high- and low-frequency capabilities, to
the extent that these can be determined, but the error bars are
huge. This listener was obviously very confused by the superabun-
dance of contradictory information. Listener D apparently decided
to track the high-frequency source on all the trials until the bound-
ary frequency became so high that there was hardly any power in
the high-frequency speaker.

In summary, for V-shape and some X-shape listeners, the
choices made in Experiment 8 agree with expectations based on
Experiment 1, because there is minimal competition among ade-
quate cues. For A-shape listeners and other X-shape listeners, both
low-frequency and high-frequency bands include adequate cues,
resulting in competition. It is hard to predict how these listeners
will respond in Experiment 8, and the value of the comparison
can only be judged by the plausibility of post-hoc explanations.
The agreements and reasonable explanations in this section sug-
gest that listeners retain their individual front/back decision strat-
egies and capabilities under quite different stimulus conditions.

12. Conclusion

The extreme virtual reality experiments (VRX) reported in this
article simulated external complex sound sources using a transau-
ral synthesis in an anechoic room with two synthesis loudspeakers.

Simulation was good up to 16 kHz by objective measures. Subjec-
tively, sound images for baseline stimuli were perceived to be well
externalized, and listeners could not discriminate between real and
virtual signals.

The VRX technique allows an experimenter to present a signal
with a fixed spectrum to a listeners’ eardrums, while giving the lis-
tener an opportunity to use personal pinna cues. Given the stimu-
lus uncertainties in virtual reality experiments that use
headphones, as exposed by Kulkarni and Colburn (2000), the VRX
technique is expected to be more accurate than any method using
headphones and head-related transfer functions. Extreme accuracy
is especially important in connection with the delicate matter of
front/back discrimination because of the potential importance of
short-wavelength signal components.

The VRX method is less flexible than virtual reality methods
that use HRTFs. In principle, if the HRTFs are known, an experi-
menter can present a virtual image of any sound, speech or music
for instance, by convolving the head-related impulse response with
the sound waveform. Additionally, one can apply head-tracking
methods and interpolate among impulse responses as the listener
moves his head. By contrast, the VRX method specializes its calcu-
lations to a particular stimulus.

Seven VRX front/back discrimination experiments were per-
formed to discover the importance of various front/back cues.
There were large individual differences among listeners, suggest-
ing that different listeners have developed quite different strate-
gies for localizing front and back sound sources. The large
individual differences in performance may be due to large individ-
ual differences in the directional transfer functions, which were
found to be highly correlated with geometric properties of listen-
ers’ ears and heads (Middlebrooks, 1999).

Experiment 1 flattened the spectra in high or low frequency
ranges in an attempt to find subbands that are either necessary
or adequate for front/back discrimination. After interesting bands
were found for each listener, Experiment 2 flattened the spectra in-
side and outside those bands. The conclusion from these two
experiments was that most listeners can use a variety of strategies,
employing comparisons among multiple bands to distinguish front
from back.

It is important to distinguish the flattening experiments, which
eliminate the spectral structure in selected bands, from filtering
experiments, which eliminate the energy in selected bands. The
flattening experiments avoid some of the artifacts of the filtering
experiments, but the flattening experiments preserve the power
averaged over the affected range. Therefore, if a listener’s localiza-
tion strategy requires a comparison involving the level over a wide
band, the same for front and back sources, then that strategy could
be available in a flattening experiment but not in a filtering exper-
iment. Flattening experiments do not make filtering experiments
irrelevant. The two kinds of experiments give different
information.

Experiment 3 compared the roles of peaks and dips in the spec-
trum and found that dips were more important than peaks for
accurate front/back localization. Experiments 4 and 5 showed that
monaural cues alone and interaural spectral level difference cues
alone were not sufficient for correct front/back judgement for most
of our listeners.

Experiment 6 presented sharpened spectra, with enhanced con-
trasts between peaks and dips. The experiments showed that
sharpening had no effect on the ability to discriminate front from
back for normal hearing listeners. This result is consistent with a
directional band concept, such as Blauert’s (1983), in which char-
acteristic frequencies of peaks and dips point to locations in the
vertical plane. According to this concept the magnitudes of the
peaks and valleys play no particular role, though logically it is clear
that the magnitudes must exceed some threshold in order to be
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effective. It is interesting to conjecture that enhancing the contrast
between peaks and valleys might enhance the localization infor-
mation contained in spectral features for some listeners, as sug-
gested by an informal experiment with one listener with a
modest sloping hearing loss.

According to the results of Experiment 7, applying an interaural
time difference up to 200 ls did not ruin listeners’ front/back
judgement, although the sound image was displaced to one side.
As the ITD increased beyond 200 ls, front/back discrimination de-
creased for most of the listeners though there were important indi-
vidual differences. Most listeners could not follow front/back cues
with an ITD greater than 800 ls.

The spectral manipulations in the seven VRX experiments led to
large degradations in the ability of listeners to distinguish front
from back. There were enormous individual differences, especially
in the ability to make successful use of information in selected fre-
quency bands. Among normal hearing listeners who were perfectly
able to distinguish front from back given the baseline stimulus,
some required a wide bandwidth while others required a much
smaller bandwidth. For some, either high-frequency information
alone or low-frequency information alone was sufficient, but oth-
ers always required high-frequency information.

The ability to distinguish front from back based on information
in different frequency bands was tested in Experiment 8. This
experiment was not a VRX experiment but used real sources, one
in front and one in back, both sounding simultaneously. Low fre-
quencies were produced by the front source and high frequencies
were produced by the back source, or vice versa. The boundary be-
tween low and high was an experimental variable.

The value of Experiment 8 was that it enabled the conclusions
about specific listeners drawn from Experiments 1 and 2 to be
tested in very different stimulus conditions. Those listeners who
required a great deal of information to discriminate front from
back were not subjected to any contradiction in Experiment 8,
though they sometimes received inadequate information. Their
decisions, as a function of the low-high boundary, were predictable
from the VRX results in Experiment 1. Those listeners who required
little information to discriminate, were subjected to contradictions
because they were presented with adequate information from both
front and back sources simultaneously. Those listeners made
unpredictable and highly individualistic decisions in Experiment
8. The results for those listeners could be given plausible interpre-
tations after the fact. The comparison of the decisions made in
Experiment 8 with individual listener abilities as determined by
flattening cues in Experiment 1, suggests that the information
learned from the VRX flattening procedure holds good in other
contexts.
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Appendix A. Preliminary experiment: noise, tones, and pseudo-
tones

To be sure that listeners in VRX experiments could discriminate
between real front and back sound sources, a preliminary discrim-
ination experiment was performed for each listener. The setup was
similar to Fig. 1, but with only front and back source speakers. The
first stimulus tested was a complex, periodic tone having a funda-
mental frequency of 65.6 Hz and all harmonics from the 3rd to the

250th in Schroeder-minus phase relationship. The level was 70 dB
SPL at the listener’s ears. Each experimental run contained 80 tri-
als, 40 trials from the front source speaker and 40 trials from the
back source speaker in a random order. The listener’s task was to
press buttons indicating whether the sound came from front or
back. In addition to ten of the listeners from the VRX experiments
(listeners D, E, F, G, L, M, P, R, V, and Z) there were eight other lis-
teners, females (C, H, J, S, and Y) and males (K, N, and Q), who did
not continue with the VRX experiments. These other listeners were
in their 20s except, H (65), K (54), and Q (37). Each listener did two
runs. Fig. 14 (squares) shows the results, expressed as the percent-
age of correct responses averaged over the two runs. The error-bars
are two standard deviations in overall width. We expected that this
would be a very easy task. Surprisingly, most listeners found that it
was not easy to do, and some listeners even felt it was rather dif-
ficult, which was confirmed by the low percent correct in Fig. 14
with a mean score of 78.0% across listeners.

The second stimulus was white noise. Everything else about the
experiment was the same. With white noise, most listeners found
the task to be very easy, and the percentages of correct responses,
shown as circles in Fig. 14, were also much higher with a mean
score of 96.5% across listeners. White noise would have been an
excellent stimulus for VRX experiments, but the large number of
components would have imposed a considerable computational
load on the real-time simulations.

Finally, a new signal, the ‘‘pseudo-tone,” was generated by off-
setting the frequency of each harmonic of the Schroeder-phase

Fig. 14. Preliminary experiment: Percentage of correct front/back judgements by
18 listeners given three different broad-band stimuli. Filled symbols are for
listeners who participated in other experiments in this article. Open symbols are for
supplementary listeners. Error bars are two standard deviations in overall length.
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periodic tone by a random value within a range of ±15 Hz. The
pseudo-tone has the same number of components as the Schroe-
der-phase periodic tone, and has the same overall frequency distri-
bution. However, the random frequency displacement of each
component makes the pseudo-tone rather noisy. Thus, the pseu-
do-tone is subjectively somewhere between the Schroeder-phase
periodic tone and noise. The scores on the front/back discrimina-
tion task also fell somewhere between scores for the periodic tone
and the noise. The results (Fig. 14 triangles) show that most listen-
ers succeeded in this task (91.3% correct averaged across listeners).

Subjectively, most listeners said that localization was more dif-
ficult for the Schroeder-phase periodic tone compared to the other
two signals. Listeners E, L, P, and Z agreed that the Schroeder-phase
periodic tone was much more difficult even though their scores for
that tone were also high. There was one exception: Listener K
found the pseudo-tone more difficult to localize than the periodic
tone.

The difficulty with the Schroeder-phase periodic tone might
have been anticipated given the experience of Hofman and Van Op-
stal (2003). The frequency of 65.6 Hz is in the range where they
found strikingly deficient elevation perception. According to their
interpretation, elevation perception requires that excitation be
present in many frequency channels simultaneously (5 ms or less
temporal disparity) but the excitation from a low-frequency peri-
odic tone with Schroeder phases is only present in these channels
sequentially. Because the excitation in any channel is impulsive,
one might expect that Schroeder phase tones will show a negative
level effect (Hartmann and Rakerd, 1993; Macpherson and Middle-
brooks, 2000; Vliegen and Van Opstal, 2004).

Because most listeners performed better with the pseudo-tone
in the preliminary experiment, the pseudo-tone was used instead
of the periodic tone. The frequency set of the pseudo-tone was fro-
zen. It was generated once and was used throughout the
experiments.

Appendix B. Accuracy of simulation at the ear-drums

The transaural technique controlled the signal being played
through the synthesis loudspeakers so that the recorded spectra
at the probe-microphone tips in the listener’s ear-canals were
the same as the recorded spectra for the real source. Of course,
the goal of the technique is that the synthesized signal and the
real-source signal should be the same at the ear-drums – not at
the probe-tips. Further, in a real ear-canal the incident sound wave
and the sound wave reflected by the ear-drum establish standing
waves, which may make the probe-microphone recording very
sensitive to the position of the probe-tips. However, the VRX tech-
nique tends to be self-compensating against such changes in
position.

Self-compensation was demonstrated by an experiment on the
artificial ear-canals of a KEMAR head, terminated by Etymotic ER-
11 microphones. The ER-11 microphones will be called ‘‘KEMAR
microphones” in the following text to distinguish them from the
probe-microphones. During the test, the KEMAR was placed in
the anechoic room, and the probe-microphones were inserted, as
in the VRX experiments with human subjects. The probe-micro-
phones were inserted to within 1 mm of the KEMAR microphone.
A complete calibration sequence was performed, and recordings
were made through both the probe-microphones and the KEMAR
microphones. Then the probes were pulled out in several incre-
ments of about 1.5 mm, and spectra were recorded for the new
probe-tip locations, with new calibrations at each stage. The re-
corded spectra in the right ear are shown in Fig. 15. Part (a) shows
that the three recordings at the probe-tip were quite different from
one another. However, when presented with the simulation that

had been calculated by the VRX method based on those three dif-
ferent recordings, the KEMAR microphone (analogous to human
ear-drum) recorded very similar spectra, as shown in part (b).
For example, the figure shows that at 14 kHz, the levels recorded
at different tip-positions could differ by as much as 9 dB, while
the levels recorded at the KEMAR microphone differed by only
1 dB. Thus, the self-compensation of the VRX technique led to
8 dB of compensation, and the technique provided a stable simula-
tion at the listeners’ ear-drums.

Although the VRX technique is rather insensitive to variations
in probe-microphone location, nevertheless, in any one probe-tip
position, the tip may coincide with a node for a particular fre-
quency. Then the recorded amplitude is low for that frequency,
and that can lead to a large error in the simulation. The VRX tech-
nique selectively eliminated such frequency components by set-
ting their amplitudes to zero. Apart from nodes, the simulation is
stable against changes in probe-tip positions because the VRX cal-
ibration sequence compensates for different spectra at the probe-
tips. This is an advantage of a transaural technique over the use
of head-related transfer functions.
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